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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
There is a prevalence of research and data on the importance of preparing students to be
problem solvers and critical thinkers in order for the United States to compete in an ever
changing global economy. As the National Science Teachers Association noted from the
research done in A Framework for K–12 Science Education (NRC, 2012), many important
decisions in the 21st century will require the abilities of the citizenry to frame scientific
questions pertinent to their interests; evaluate complex social, civic, economic, political, and
personal issues; seek out relevant data and scientific argument; and communicate their
understandings and arguments to others (NSTA, 2020). Yet we are living in a time where science
is being questioned and the focus on accountability in reading and math are impacting additional
content knowledge, such as science, that students have opportunities to access during their
elementary school years.
If there is anything that can come out of our experiences and tragedies with the
COVID-19 pandemic, it should be the fact that society benefits when scientific literacy informs
civil discourse. That scientific literacy needs to begin at an early age in order to expand and
develop into the complex knowledge that is needed to address global issues of the future, such as
the climate crisis and subsequent pandemics.
Like many students, when I was in my early educational years, science was a subject that
engaged me in learning. To be able to ask questions, investigate multiple hypotheses, and apply
the learning from other subject areas in an authentic way to discover the outcomes helped me
believe that I was a capable learner. As I pursued my teaching career, I was invested in making
sure that my students had access to science education during their elementary years. Once
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employed as an elementary school teacher, I was faced with many systemic pressures and
mandates that affected the time I had to implement science education in my classroom. Upon
becoming an elementary instructional coach, my charge was to support teachers within those
very systems that many times makes it prohibitive for science instruction to take place for our
students. Our district initiatives, driven by the residual effects of No Child Left Behind, focus our
time and energy on explicit and siloed reading and mathematics instruction. As a result of that
focus, our students are becoming more disengaged and disenchanted with school because of the
lack of different types of instruction, including science.
Over these past two years, my role has shifted from an elementary instructional coach for
all subjects, to the narrowed focus of elementary math and science. This has given me time to
analyze systems that are needed to provide students with more targeted, as well as integrated,
opportunities in math and science through the use of technology and engineering, if you will,
STEM. In the elementary setting, this can be a challenge. The importance of early literacy skills
can be the divider for students obtaining a well rounded education. For schools and students who
need, and deserve, additional literacy support, science instruction becomes almost non-existent.
Therein lies the equity issues that we have in STEM education and career fields. As noted in the
National Research Council’s (2012) framework for science education,
Equity in science education requires that all students are provided with equitable
opportunities to learn science and become engaged in science and engineering practices;
with access to quality space, equipment, and teachers to support and motivate that
learning and engagement; and adequate time spent on science. In addition, the issue of
connecting to students' interests and experiences is particularly important for broadening
participation in science. (p. 28)
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Many primary elementary schedules are based around literacy development and the need
for extra intervention time to produce improved outcomes for all students (White et al, 2012),
and more time is needed for this intense literacy focus now, following the pandemic, than ever.
According to the 2018 National Survey of Science and Mathematics, teachers in grades K-3
reported spending an average of 18 minutes per week on science, a 22% decrease since 2000
(Eric et al, 2018).
As I have researched more about elementary science practices, it has also become
apparent to me that our teachers are in need of more professional learning surrounding the Next
Generation Science Standards and the pedagogy of teaching science. Additional research found
in the 2018 National Survey of Science and Mathematics states that about three-quarters of
elementary teachers feel very well prepared to teach reading/language arts and mathematics, but
fewer than half feel very well prepared to teach science (Eric et al, 2018). This is a result of very
few elementary teachers having undergraduate degrees in science, as well as less extensive
coursework in the sciences than their middle and high school counterparts. With the dominance
of professional learning in our district continuing to focus on the areas of literacy and math,
teachers lack confidence to engage in phenomena driven science learning with their students.
Another challenge that is present in our district is the recent adoption of a new science
curriculum. As with any new curriculum, teachers need time to understand the purpose and
structure in order to effectively teach using the resources provided. Our district’s comprehensive
science curriculum was adopted for grades K-8. The structure of the curriculum is the same for
all nine grades. For our primary teachers, this structure can seem overwhelming and cause some
questioning about the developmental appropriateness for our youngest learners. As stated in A
Framework for K-12 Science Education, “curriculum materials need to be developed as a
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multiyear sequence that helps students develop increasingly sophisticated ideas across grades
K-12” (NRC, 2012, p. 246). Without the professional development that is needed to understand
the sophistication of science concepts that begin at kindergarten and increase over students’ time
in our K-12 system, primary teachers struggle with having confidence in the curriculum. With
this lack of confidence in their understanding, there is a straying away from the research based
resource toward teacher created materials or even the omission of science instruction altogether
(Masters & Park, 2018).
The access to early science instruction is vital for our students. The National Science
Teaching Association (NSTA) affirms that learning science and engineering practices in the early
years can foster children’s curiosity and enjoyment in exploring the world around them and lay
the foundation for a progression of science learning in K–12 settings and throughout their entire
lives (NSTA, 2014). There are many other research studies that confirm that more time on
science topics and skills can predict future achievement. One potential mechanism for improving
early elementary science outcomes is an emphasis on the prevalence and content of science
instruction. With the release of the Next Generation Science Standards in 2013, a renewed focus
has been brought to science education in our schools. This includes the need for increased
science opportunities for ALL K-12 students in all of the multiple disciplines of science, as well
as crosscutting concepts and science and engineering practices.
Program and Project Goals
The goals of my project included designing companion guides to our research-based
curriculum in order to support primary teachers, beginning with kindergarten for the focus of
this project, towards using phenomena-based science instruction with our youngest learners. In
addition, I created professional development opportunities, both in-person and asynchronously,
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to engage our teachers in understanding phenomena based science instruction and how to use our
current curriculum in order to increase our elementary students' access and opportunity to meet
NGSS performance expectations.
By providing my district’s elementary teachers with more accessible resources and
additional professional learning opportunities in science, teachers will not only engage students
in more science learning, but also, based on research, provide more effective science instruction
using phenomena-based experiences. In 1996, the National Academy of Sciences first responded
to a call for action for science education by creating National Science Education Standards.
These standards were designed to guide the nation toward a scientifically literate society. The
standards include:
● The planning of inquiry-based science program
● The actions taken to guide and facilitate learning
● The assessments made of teaching and students learning
● The development of environments that enable students to learn science
● The creation of communities of science learners
● The planning and development of the school science program
For teachers to be effective in providing science content instruction, they need to understand the
methods of inquiry-based science instruction and strategies to develop these programs in their
professional learning communities.
In 2013, the Next Generation Science Standards were developed based on what was
learned in research since the release of the National Science Education Standards (NRC, 1996) to
create a set of up-to-date science standards that prepares students for college, career, and global
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citizenship. Along with these standards came implications for more effective science education
that involves:
● Learning facts and terminology as needed vs rote memorization
● Systems thinking to explain phenomena and give context for ideas to be learned
vs ideas being disconnected from question about phenomena
● Student-led investigation vs teachers providing information to the class
● Students reading from multiple sources vs textbooks
● Multiple investigations driven by student questions vs teacher planned labs
● Students writing journal, reports, collecting data to explain and argue scientific
reasoning vs worksheets
● Students engaged in sophisticated science and engineering practices vs simplified
inquiry activities
Many elementary teachers are still learning these NGSS standards and will continue to need
additional professional learning to apply these pedagogical implications.
In 2020, the National Science Teaching Association and the Association for Science
Teacher Education refined the Standards for Science Teacher Preparation. These standard state to
prepare effective teachers of science, they must have:
1. Content Knowledge that includes the knowledge of science and engineering standards, as
well as the connection of disciplinary core ideas, crosscutting concepts and the science
practices.
2. Content Pedagogy that includes understanding how students learn and develop science
skills, as well as equitable, culturally responsive practices.
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3. Learning Environments that include opportunities for investigation, collaboration,
scientific discourse regarding phenomena, and inclusivity.
4. Safety that includes physical, mental and ethical safety protocols.
5. Impact of Student Learning that includes evidence that students have learned and can
apply performance expectations of the scientific content.
6. Professional Knowledge and Skills that include reflection and participating in
professional science learning communities.
The elementary teachers that make up our classrooms today are in need of continued
professional development to keep up-to-date on the latest research in science education. By
providing our teachers with opportunities to engage in this professional development, I will
achieve the goals of the M.S. Ed program at Western Oregon University. These outcomes are:
1. Effectively apply the professional content expertise, knowledge, skills, and dispositions
of their education profession.
2. Use research and evidence to develop environments that support and assess learning and
their own professional practice.
3. Show commitment to and develop professional education leadership attributes.
Therefore, my professional project shows how I met these outcomes by allowing me to
apply the expertise that I have gained to respond to the needs stated in research that highlight the
necessity to provide more professional development in science for elementary teachers. The
ultimate goals of my project were that:
1. Kindergarten teachers would participate in professional development that I
provided and have access to materials that I developed that would increase their
knowledge and confidence to teach NGSS science standards.
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2. These teachers would provide a phenomena-based opportunity at science learning
in their classrooms.
3. Kindergarten students would engage in inquiry-based learning and develop
increased science literacy and achievement in a performance expectation.
4. A virtual professional development structure with links to resources would be
created to replicate these professional learning opportunities and can be used in
the future to increase science instruction in first and second grade classrooms in
my school district and possibly beyond.
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Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Recent evidence points to the importance of focusing on the elementary years as a
foundation for later science achievement. In particular, research suggests that the earliest years of
elementary school (kindergarten and first grade) are critical for the development of science
knowledge and skills as well as a point of divergence in performance between subgroups of
students (Curran & Kitchin, 2019, p 1). This report presents a literature review of the
importance of early elementary science education and teacher preparation. The review includes
professional articles and research spanning from the years 2000 - 2021.
Terminology
For the purposes of this literature review the following terms were used to curate the
research and in turn will be used throughout the review.
Table 1
Literature Review Terminology
Term

Definition

NGSS

Next Generation Science Standards

Phenomena-based instruction/Inquiry based
learning

Phenomena-based science encourages
students to ask questions, discover
connections, and design models to make sense
of what they observe. This term can be
interchangeable with inquiry based learning.

Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK)

A type of knowledge that is unique to
teachers, and is based on the manner in which
teachers relate their pedagogical knowledge
(what they know about how to teach) to their
subject matter knowledge (what they know
about what they teach). It is the synthesis of
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teachers' pedagogical knowledge and their
content knowledge.
Early Elementary

For the purposes of this project, early
elementary will be defined as Kindergarten
through 2nd grade.

Integrated Instruction

This is a teaching approach that brings
various academic disciplines together to
support students to think more critically and
more holistically about a topic or a solution.

Themes
The completion of the review of the research resulted in identifying several themes.
These themes reflected the main strands of research presented in the literature and were
subsequently used to provide the framework for the analysis presented in this document. These
include the importance of early science education, the need to develop teacher knowledge and
skills in science content education, effective pedagogy for early elementary science education,
and considerations in using integration strategies to instruct in early elementary science content.
This section provides a summary list of well-supported ideas that have the potential to influence
early elementary science programs. As with all ideas presented in the literature, complete
consensus among researchers does not exist and there were gaps found in research on
specifically early elementary science. However, these ideas are those that enjoy considerable
support and should be given due consideration.
The Importance of Time for Early Elementary Science Education
Griffith and Scharmann (2008) conducted a research study to uncover the impact of the
United States Legislative Act called No Child Left Behind (NCLB) on K-6 elementary science
education in a Midwestern state. The Center for Education Policy has addressed a number of
effects of No Child Left Behind (NCLB) legislation indicating that, “Seventy-one percent of the
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school districts surveyed reported that they have reduced elementary school instructional time in
at least one other subject to make more time for reading and mathematics—the subjects tested
for NCLB. In some case study districts, struggling students receive double periods of reading or
math or both—sometimes missing certain subjects altogether (Center on Education Policy
[CEP], 2006, as cited by Griffith & Scharmann, 2008). Ultimately, science education has
suffered at the elementary level because of the demand to prioritize time around the high-stakes
testing subjects of math and reading.
In their research, Griffith and Scharmann (2008) identified changes in science instruction
at the elementary level as a result of NCLB and identified any effects as a result of state policy
implemented in response to NCLB. To conduct the study, the researchers used an online survey
sent to all K-6 educators in the state. The results of the surveys showed that 60% of the teachers
who responded to the survey indicated that they have decreased the amount of science instruction
in their classrooms since the implementation of NCLB (Griffith & Scharmann, 2008). Of those
teachers that indicated that they decreased their science instruction, 72% revealed that the
amount of science instruction they provide was 31-90 minutes per week (Griffith & Scharmann,
2008). This can be compared to the prioritized time of 60-120 minutes per day for reading and
math instruction. The research also looked at the impact of administrator directives and supports
and the consequences for science instructional time. Overall the Griffith and Scharmann (2008)
research found that one in four of the teachers in this study had been asked by administrators to
decrease instructional time in science. Of the teachers surveyed, 50.7% stated their school
provides 25% or less of the funding provided for math or reading instruction (Griffith &
Scharmann, 2008). Another critical issue that was influenced by administration was the amount
of professional development in science that was provided for teachers. With 70% of the teachers
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stating that they were receiving less time for professional development in science that they were
provided in the areas of math and reading (Griffith and Scharmann, 2008). In order for students
to be able to build on prior knowledge, they need an accumulation of developmentally
appropriate knowledge and relevant experiences that must be
nurtured over a number of years. This is why elementary school science programs are so
important. Griffith & Scharmann (2008) noted the following:
With the degree of complexity science concepts can engender, the 60 minutes or less a
week spent on science instruction reported by 35.9% of the teachers surveyed seems less
than adequate. It appears that many schools are dealing with the accountability resulting
from NCLB in a way that is detrimental to science education by decreasing the amount of
time teachers spend on science instruction. (p. 43).
Some gaps in this study will need to be further researched. A missing outcome in this
research is the measurement of the impact that decreased elementary science instruction may
have on achievement levels of students as they attend middle and high school. Also further study
will need to be done to see if this is a national problem.
Curran and Kitchin (2019) organized a study that addresses the need for using large-scale
or nationally representative samples to explore the aspects of science instruction in early
elementary grades. In their work, these researchers analyzed the data released from the Early
Childhood Longitudinal Study, Kindergarten Class of 2010-11 conducted by the U.S.Department
of Education. The study included a nationally representative sample of students and includes data
from the students’ first four years of formal schooling (K-3). The purpose of their study was to
explore the relationship between time spent on science instruction in the early elementary grades
and student achievement in science as measured by standardized science assessments. They also
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sought to find if there was a relationship between breadth of science content and student
achievement.
The results of their analysis of the data indicate that the first four years of elementary
school may predict higher science achievement. The Curran and Kitchin (2019) study suggest
that such structural-level changes, particularly allocating more time to science instruction in
early classrooms, may drive some improvements in science achievement but are likely not
sufficient to close achievement gaps or facilitate substantial gains in overall levels of science
performance. When classrooms provided a 100 minute gain in science instruction per week, this
resulted in a .022 to .037 standard deviation higher level of science achievement. The second part
of their study showed that the number of science topics and skills covered during a year revealed
no significant relationship to science achievement. Increasing the number of science topics
covered predicted a .006 standard deviation higher science achievement score. Despite the slight
deviation, it is not to say that time for science instruction or the number of topics/skills covered
are not potentially important components of improving early science achievement.
Findings from this study were not consistent across all areas. It was indicated that some
of the survey results from teachers may contain variations in interpretations that would affect
outcomes, such as reporting science topic/skills differently and errors in measures of time if
integrating science with another content area.
Eugene Judson (2013) investigates another area of influence on time and the importance
of elementary science instruction. In his research, Judson examines the impact of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) and the value of integrating subjects such as science into
required accountability plans. Judson focuses his study on examining the relationship between
the amount of time spent on science instruction in fourth-grade classrooms and the varied use of
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science achievement in accountability calculations among the states. The National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP) collects and reports on achievement data from states across our
nation and some of those states require a fourth-grade accountability test for science content. In
his analysis, Judson classified states on whether they included science achievement results from
4th grade into their annual yearly progress (AYP) reports. 39 states did not integrate science into
their accountability systems and 11 states either used or had the opportunity to choose to use
science scores as an indicator of success. Research by Judson (2013) found that fourth-grade
teachers from states where the use of fourth-grade student science achievement was a
requirement of state accountability procedures reported allocating weekly science instruction at a
rate of more than twice that of fourth-grade teachers from states that did not include student
science achievement at all in accountability calculations. Also indicated by the data that was
researched from NAEP, when science is included in accountability in fourth-grade, that
instructional time is not pilfered from language arts or mathematics. Judson (2013) notes that
there is not clarity on whether states that included science accountability data have managed to
integrate science into other content, specifically language arts and mathematics. If these states
are indeed integrating science with these other two subjects, that would explain the significantly
higher proportion of the fourth-grade teachers from these states spending four or more hours
weekly on science, which was equal to the proportion of time spent on language arts or math.
Limitations to this study must be noted. Although the NAEP results are fairly extensive
by including 8,500 schools, data provide at best only a glimpse into the relative weight of
instructional time placed on the subjects of mathematics, language arts, and science. Yet, what is
not extensive is an understanding of the degree to which any of the subjects of mathematics,
language arts, and science were integrated and possibly “double counted.” Also the primary
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focus of the study was to determine whether different accountability policies affected the amount
of instructional time devoted to science, therefore the impact of this time was not included.
Blank (2013) conducted a research study and found that class time for science instruction
is the key indicator of opportunity to learn. Using national- and state-level data, his research
describes analyses of classroom instructional time in science in U.S. elementary schools and the
relationship of class time to student achievement and closing the achievement gap. The findings
were based on two categories of data. The first set of data analyzed was based on survey results
of elementary teachers in grades 1-4 from the national Schools and Staffing Survey (2011).
Blank analyzed the trends of elementary science instructional time from 1988-2008. His results
found that time for science instruction in grades 1–4 has declined from an average of 3.0 hours
per week in 1993–1994 (180 minutes) to 2.6 hours (156 minutes) in 2000 and to 2.3 hours (138
minutes) in 2004 and 2008 (Blank, 2013). The second set of data analyzed focused on
elementary instruction and student achievement based on NAEP data from grade 4 teachers in
2009. Blank’s (2013) examination of the relationship between instructional time and student
achievement found that students in the classes with the highest amount of class time per week (4
hours) had average NAEP achievement scores 12 points higher than students in the classes with
the lowest amount of class time (1 hour). Finally, the research on impact of instructional time
also focused on family backgrounds. Even though the time in instruction was shown to improve
the student achievement in Grade 4 science, an achievement gap is continuing to be present as of
2009 between students from low-income families and the students from more advantaged family
backgrounds. For example, low-income students with the most instructional time (over 4 hours
per week) average 138 on the NAEP scale, whereas students from higher income levels, yet low
instructional time (less than 1 hour per week) averaged 154 on the NAEP scale (Blank, 2013).
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There are gaps and other variables that may have affected the results of the study.
Students' classroom instructional quality, school, and home environments may further explain the
relationships between instruction and performance. Individual states policies and patterns in
allocations of time may need to be further studied to understand how they impact the results of
the data.
At a time when proficiency in science is more important than ever, the findings on
overall trends in allocation of classroom time are troubling. American education policy makers
have been strongly advised of the need for more graduates in the fields of science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM) (President’s Council of Advisors on Science and
Technology, 2012, as cited by Blank, 2013). The foundational knowledge and experiences that
students develop in science, technology, engineering and mathematics are shaped early during
their K-12 schooling and promote intellectual development, working collaboratively, and
interests in future study and choices of STEM careers (NRC, 2007). To increase science
education opportunities in our early elementary years, research is clear that not only do we need
to find time to teach science, but we need to develop preservice and inservice teacher knowledge
and skills in science content instruction.
Developing Teacher Knowledge and Skills in Science Content Instruction
The need for an emphasis on professional development recognizes that teacher expertise plays a
central role in promoting student scientific learning. Education is constantly changing, and
continuing education/professional development is one way of staying up-to-date on the most
current knowledge and practices. In the research by Trygstad et al (2013), it was found that
elementary teachers, who are typically responsible for teaching mathematics, reading/language
arts, and other academic subjects in addition to science, do not feel that they are scientifically
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literate. The survey outcomes for grade K-2 teachers, when asked to rate their content
preparedness in each subject area, resulted in 86% of the teachers feeling very well prepared to
teach reading/language arts, while only 44% felt very well prepared to teach science (Trygstad et
al, 2013). For grade 3-5 teachers, the results showed 74% felt very well prepared to teach
reading/language arts, while only 33% felt very well prepared to teach science (Trygstad et al,
2013). It is clear that elementary school teachers do not feel equally well prepared to teach all
academic subjects, with perceptions of preparedness to teach science paling in comparison to
reading/language arts and mathematics. Another finding of this study was in the area of time
spent on professional development. Although some involvement in professional development is
better than none, brief exposure of a few hours over several years is not likely to be sufficient to
enhance teachers’ knowledge and skills in meaningful ways, especially considering the
substantial changes anticipated with the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) that were
adopted in 2013. Accordingly, teachers were asked about the total amount of time they had spent
on professional development related to science teaching, and the results showed that 68% of K-2
elementary teachers spent less than six hours in science-related professional development in the
last three years (Trygstad et al, 2013). This data suggest a need for increased science-focused
professional development, especially with the release of the NGSS.
Sandholtz and Ringstaff (2013) conducted research to measure the extent to which
targeted professional development in science can prompt change in classroom practices of early
elementary teachers in rural settings. The overall goal of the study was to improve student
achievement by increasing teachers’ content knowledge and fostering the use of research-based
instructional strategies in science. Data was collected through teacher surveys, content
knowledge tests, classroom observations, and interviews. Following a year-long professional
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development series focused on building science content knowledge, pedagogical content
knowledge and support for teacher collaboration, Sandholtz and Ringstaff (2013) report that
teachers showed increased science content knowledge and self-efficacy related to teaching
science. According to data, teacher’s content knowledge increased from a pretest mean score of
44% correct to a post-test mean score of 70% (Sandholtz & Ringstaff, 2013). Regarding
self-efficacy in teaching science, 51% of teachers reported not knowing the steps necessary to
science concepts effectively prior to professional development. A year later, only 10%
questioned their skills at teaching science (Sandholtz and Ringstaff, 2013). In addition to the
increase in skills and time spent teaching science, teachers started using different instructional
strategies, Sandholtz and Ringstaff (2013) indicate that before the program, 40% of the K-2
teachers never or rarely demonstrated science-related principles, 51% never or rarely required
students to supply evidence to support their claims, 31% never or rarely engaged students in
hands-on science activities, and 73% never or rarely involved students in extended science
investigations or projects. A year later, the K-2 teachers regularly incorporated these strategies in
science instruction. They all reported engaging students in hands-on science activities, and 74%
reported using hands-on activities once or twice a week or more (Sandholtz & Ringstaff, 2013).
The results of this study highlight the potential of professional development to reverse the
downward spiral of science instruction in K-2 classrooms.
There are disparities in the study that must be addressed. Some factors that may impact
the results of the study are the teacher attitudes and skills in science prior to the study, as well as
differences in administrative support for science instruction in each school. Limitations of this
study include the impact of the changes over time. A gap in this study that must be noted is the
lack of student achievement results during and after the study.
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Undergraduate and preservice preparation programs help to establish teachers’
foundational knowledge of science and pedagogical content knowledge. But there is significant
variation in the alignment of course content and standards and in the number of science credits
required for elementary teacher certification across community colleges and universities (CCST,
2010 as cited by Sandholtz & Ringstaff, 2013). The research done by Hanuscin and Zangori
(2016) suggests that teacher education programs must reconsider courses and curriculum in order
to prepare teacher candidates to understand and implement new standards. Their study combines
the examination of the development of teacher practical knowledge in the Next Generation
Science Standards (NGSS) with innovative field experience called CoLABorative. In their
CoLABorative model, prospective teachers met as a cohort in the school’s STEM/science lab and
provided instruction to visiting classes of students, under supervision of the classroom teachers,
rather than being assigned to one teacher’s classroom (Hanuscin & Zangori, 2016). This model
allows for deep content knowledge to be built during the building of lessons in science methods
courses, with the LAB experience serving as the site for enactment of the lessons, collaboration
and reflection. There were a variety of types of data collected during the study, which included
prospective teacher reflections, lesson planning artifacts, students assessments and reflections,
and observational notes. As a result of this study, Hanuscin and Zangori (2016), found that
participation in the methods course and LAB field experience supported the development
prospective teachers’ practical knowledge of the NGSS in several ways by providing
opportunities to experience and plan NGSS-aligned lessons, to ‘try out’ and analyze the impacts
of their instructional designs on student progress toward meeting the NGSS, and to refine their
lesson designs in light of that. Prospective teachers began the study feeling overwhelmed by the
breadth of NGSS, but over the course of the semester shifted their perspective as they developed
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the ability to navigate the standards during their methods class and through the ability to apply
their learning (Hanuscin & Zangori, 2016).
Findings from this study were not consistent across all areas. Prospective teachers
indicated that they did not develop an understanding of how to use the Crosscutting Concepts of
NGSS for long-range planning and evaluation. A gap in this study that must be noted is the lack
of student achievement results during and after the study.
When implementing a new, quality science program, teachers face multiple self and
task-related concerns including time constraints for instruction and preparation (Sandholtz &
Ringstaff, 2013), availability of resources to conduct scientific investigations (Johnson, 2006 as
cited in Dailey & Robinson, 2016), a lack of teacher science content and pedagogical knowledge
(Sandholtz & Ringstaff, 2013), and low science teaching confidence (Trygstad et al, 2013).
Dailey and Robinson coordinated a study to research the impact that teacher concerns have on
the implementation of a new program and how quality professional development can affect those
concerns. Their study was conducted using 60 teachers from grades 2-4. The researchers
developed a tool called the Change Facilitators Stages of Concern Questionnaire (CFSoCQ), to
measure concerns of individuals responsible for facilitating change in an organization such as a
school (Dailey & Robinson, 2016). The CFSoCQ was administered prior to any professional
development and at the end of years 1 and 2 of the study. Initially on a Likert scale ranging from
0 (least concerned) to 7 (most concerned), the data from the CFSoCQ tools indicated that
teachers' concern about learning the new program garnered a mean score of 5.92, concern for
their role in change garnered a mean score of 3.30, concern for management of the change
garnered a mean score of 3.48, concern for the impact of the change garnered a mean score of
4.01, concern about collaboration in the change garnered a mean score of 4.63, and concern
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about the future of the change garnered a mean score of .92 (Dailey & Robinson, 2016). The
teachers involved in the study then received targeted interventions over the course of two years.
The intervention consisted of two types of professional development including summer institutes
(60 hours across two years) which provided training on curriculum units, inquiry-based
instructional strategies, problem-based learning, classroom management, and technology use in
the classroom; and coaching (60 hours across two years) which provided teachers support in
establishing an investigative classroom and assistance in the implementation of inquiry-based
science units. Following the professional development over the two year, the concluding data
from the CFSoCQ tools indicated that teachers' concern about learning the new program reduced
from a mean score of 5.92 to 2.30, concern for their role in change reduced from a mean score of
3.30 to 2.10, concern for management of the change reduced from a mean score of 3.48 to 3.09,
concern for the impact of the change reduced from a mean score of 4.01 to 2.99, concern about
collaboration in the change reduced from a mean score of 4.63 to 3.98, and concern about the
future of the change increased from a mean score of .92 to 2.23 (Dailey & Robinson, 2016). The
increase in the final category was followed by participant interviews, and it was discovered that
teachers were concerned about the impact of the professional development support being
removed. As interpreted by Dailey and Robinson (2016), the teachers in the study maintained
the professional development intervention, their increased frequency in teaching science, and
their students' enthusiastic responses served to bolster their self-confidence in teaching science.
Through their increased self-confidence, teachers found students more frequently asked in-depth
questions and increased their risk-taking capabilities to increase their scientific understanding.
Some limitations to the study include a small sample size from two school districts and
that all of the teachers in the study were female with 4-31 years of experience. Over the course
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of time, attrition affected the sample size significantly.
Effective Pedagogy for Early Elementary Science Instruction
In their research brief, Banilower et al (2010) state that for students to learn science
content, learning theory assumes the fact that they must be motivated to learn and intellectually
engaged in activities and/or discussions focusing on what they already know. Students do not
come to school as empty vessels. They come with conceptions that they have developed from
their lived experiences. Banilower et al (2010) present a science instruction model derived from
the learning theory described by the National Research Council. This framework views students
as active processors of information. It places heavy emphasis on the ideas and understandings
that students bring to the classroom and how they construct new knowledge. The elements of
effective instruction in science include motivating or “hooking” students into the science concept
through extrinsic or intrinsic motivators, eliciting students’ prior knowledge through questioning
strategies, pre-assessments, and concept mapping, intellectually engaging students with relevant
phenomena, use evidence to critique claims, and develop sense-making by allowing students to
engage in scientific explanation (Banilower et al , 2010).
Until recently young children’s abilities to engage in the practice of developing scientific
explanations and the benefits of this skill for their retention of science concepts were
underestimated (Duschl, Schweingruber, & Shouse, 2007, as cited by Masters & Rogers, 2018).
With limited science instructional time in elementary schools, along with the lack of teacher
professional development on how to support elementary students in the critical thinking skills
needed for science content understanding, elementary science instruction has developed into
disconnected opportunities to learn a body of facts or just a series of experiments to be
performed. Science is a process-oriented, discovery or inquiry-based approach to answering
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questions or solving problems with rich scientific explanation. Masters and Rogers (2018)
directed research into the ways that Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) develops for
teaching the practice of elementary scientific explanation. Their research focused on a gap in
elementary science pedagogical research in the area of early elementary teachers (K-2). To
conduct their study, they performed a case study on two veteran primary teachers and their
attitudes and abilities in providing scientific explanation opportunities for their students before
and after professional development. Qualitative data was collected at three points in time and
included questionnaires, interviews, observational notes, student work, and reflections.
The results of the data show that prior to this study, the teachers’ instruction emphasized
giving priority to evidence rather than constructing scientific explanations to synthesize the data
collected (Masters & Rogers, 2018). Both teachers maintained a strong orientation to the science,
but they both realized that when they taught science, they introduced a focus question that their
students never answered. Following professional development, both teachers incorporated more
instructional strategies to support students in building their scientific literacy, such as the Claim,
Evidence, Reasoning (CER) framework, questioning strategies, and sentence starters. Finally,
Masters and Roger (2018) findings show that neither teacher considered using scientific
explanations as a form of assessment prior to taking part in the professional development.
However, while engaging in their pedagogical learning, the teachers started to consider their
students’ contributions to forming a scientific explanation as a form of assessment as to whether
they met the learning objective (Masters & Rogers, 2018). This was a small case study that is
limited due to the scale of the participants, therefore the data pool is not vast, and there was also
a gap in looking at the students' performance data to determine if the methods were effective for
all students.
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Biggers et al (2013) adds to this research on developing teacher moves towards
supporting students' use of evidence-based explanations to deepen scientific understanding
through sense making. They performed a mixed-methods study to investigate how in-service
elementary teachers use existing science curriculum materials to engage students in comparing
and evaluating evidence-based explanations and what their instructional design practices reveal
about their pedagogical reasoning in this practice. Their sample included 44 elementary teachers
in grades K-4 from a large, urban school district who participated by submitting surveys, lesson
plans, video samples, and professional development to evaluate and better engage in scientific
practices.
One of the findings that impacted the study was the planned versus enacted science
lessons. Although science practices were planned, when video evidence was evaluated, the
practices may not have been enacted. The professional development provided during the
multi-year study focused on reform efforts that have highlighted the need to engage early
learners in features of inquiry and scientific practices oriented toward substantive sense making
about the natural phenomena through effective, reform-based curriculum and instruction.
Regarding how in-service elementary teachers use existing science curriculum materials to
engage students in comparing and evaluating evidence-based explanations, the study by Biggers
et al (2013) found that comparing and evaluating explanations was the least-emphasized feature
of inquiry in these teachers’ planned and enacted science instruction. The teachers often equated
data and evidence to scientific explanation, and students did not get the opportunity to compare
ideas and deepen their content knowledge. Though the teachers made small adjustments that
better engaged students in the practice, their curriculum materials and ideas about comparing and
evaluating evidence-based explanations limited the impact of their curriculum design decisions
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on students’ sense-making opportunities.
This research supports the need for curriculum that is designed to engage students in
comparing and evaluating explanations in science, as well as the need for more professional
development for in-service and pre-service teachers regarding pedagogical practices that promote
scientific explanation for elementary students.
Although the overall research by Biggers et al (2013) supports that with curricular and
professional development supports, teachers can increase the use of scientific explanations by
students, there was limited evidence of student outcomes and impact on various student groups.
There is also a gap in the field for how to appropriately scaffold early learners’ engagement
in scientific practices that more research will need to fill.
Beyer and Davis (2008) conducted a similar case study to investigate one early
elementary teacher’s perspective and practice with regard to scientific explanation. This entailed
developing an understanding of why engaging students in explanations is important to scientific
inquiry and developing the knowledge and skills to help students generate explanations based on
evidence. Despite the importance of developing specific knowledge, beliefs, and practices, few
studies have examined and described the teacher characteristics and practices that foster or
hinder students' explanation construction (Beyer & Davis, 2008). This is especially true at the
elementary level. In their study, Beyer and Davis (2008) used qualitative methods to gather data
to inform the researchers about one elementary teacher’s knowledge, beliefs, and instructional
practices with regard to fostering students' explanations and the possible barriers to giving
priority to explanations in her science teaching. The following assertions were formed based on
the evidence: The teacher possessed multiple understanding of scientific explanation, the teacher
views explanation construction as important but in limited ways, the teacher minimizes the
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emphasis on explanation construction in her learning goals for students, the teacher enacts
specific instructional practices that result in opportunities for explanation construction although
she does not always engage these practices for this purpose, ane the teacher attends to the claim
in students’ explanations to assess their content knowledge but does not attend to their evidence
(Beyer & Davis, 2008). This research informs the field about the importance of identifying
teachers' understandings of scientific explanation in order to uncover possible strengths upon
which teachers can build, as well as possible limitations in their pedagogical practices that may
need to be refined. Early (and late) elementary teachers need support in developing their beliefs
about the purposes of explanation construction. More specifically as Beyer and Davis (2008)
note, they may need opportunities to see that building explanations can help students develop
their understanding of science content. Since this is a case study, the need to replicate across a
larger sample would provide more strength to the argument. Another gap that exists in the study
is the impact on student learning.
Fitzgerald and Smith (2016) compiled qualitative data from 23 primary teachers
regarding their existing ideas about primary science and how they find opportunities to position
science within their current pedagogical approaches and position learning within the context of
their students’ lives. As generalists, elementary school teachers must determine how, when and
where they attend to a range of explicit science curriculum demands while also attempting to
balance teaching and learning requirements across all curriculum areas. These decisions are
informed by personal and professional experience, including professional understandings of
pedagogy and content knowledge, personal thinking and beliefs about the importance of science
and ideas about what science matters for their students (Fitzgerald & Smith, 2016). The paper by
Fitzgerald and Smith (2016), highlights what science education in elementary schools could look
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like by sharing research findings on classroom practice where teachers are drawing on aspects of
quality science learning and teaching to provide their students with learning opportunities that
promote meaningful and consistent representations of science. This representation of science
needs to be defined though, as primary teachers share a range of views and approaches to science
education. For the purposes of their study, Fitzgerald and Smith (2016) drew upon research done
in their country of Australia that identifies six characteristics of effective science teaching:
1. students experience a curriculum that is relevant to their lives and interests;
2. classroom science is linked with the broader community;
3. students are actively engaged with inquiry, ideas and evidence;
4. students are challenged to develop and extend meaningful conceptual
understandings;
5. assessment facilitates learning and focuses on outcomes that contribute to
scientific literacy; and
6. information and communication technologies are exploited to enhance
learning of science with opportunities to interpret and construct multimodal
representations. (Hackling & Prain, 2005, as cited by Fitzgerald & Smith, 2016)
The researchers narrowed their focus to pay particular attention to three areas: the challenging of
students to develop and extend meaningful conceptual understanding, making science relevant,
and the role of assessment in science learning. As a result of their work, Fitzgerald and Smith
(2016) found that building a supportive learning environment for science was necessary for
students to present their tentative understandings of science and be involved in the process of
extending their understanding. By observing a teacher who implemented this quality in their
classrooms, the researchers concluded that effective science practice uses talk as a valid way of
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fleshing out students’ existing and developing understandings as well as valuing and nurturing a
diversity of ideas. Another outcome of the study was the need for elementary teachers to
understand the pedagogical moves necessary to not just see science teaching as acquiring a
range of meaningless concepts or honing the skills needed to access information about these
concepts, but to build student capacity to develop critical thinking skills that will assist them in
making sense of this information. Finally the Fitzgerald and Smith (2016) paper also shares that
assessment can be considered as a vital tool for understanding student’s ideas, but it is the ways
in which teachers use these assessment tools that is critical. To achieve high quality learning
outcomes, students need to see the why of what they are learning and understand that their
learning matters. Insightful assessment practices, such as feedback and active monitoring of
different learning needs, have an important role in the construction of science understanding
(Fitzgerald & Smith, 2016).
This work confirms that clear guidelines for what effective science instruction includes
needs to be provided for our elementary, generalist teachers. Since this study was conducted in
Australia, it is limited to results for that country and the specific implication may not apply in
other regions.
Consideration in Using Integration for Early Elementary Science Instruction
Early elementary teachers play an essential role in fostering students’ foundational
knowledge, skills, and attitudes. In the early elementary grades, students develop fundamental
understandings of the natural world, both formally and informally, that can build their learning
trajectories and identities toward future engagement with science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics (STEM) (Dou et al, 2019). Yet, despite this importance,“science time” in many
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early elementary schools is minimal compared to the time spent on literacy and math (Trygstad
et al. 2013).
High and Rye (2012) lead a study to examine how to best teach inquiry-based science and
more broadly develop students’ scientific practices, given the time restraints required by other
disciplines in early elementary education. Inquiry refers to the abilities students should develop
to be able to design and conduct scientific investigations and the understanding they should gain
about the nature of scientific explanation (Lind, 2005 as cited by High & Rye, 2012). This is a
daunting task given the lack of time for science content development for elementary students.
The teaching of inquiry-based science to young learners is likely best accomplished through
science curricula that incorporate other disciplines, especially reading/language arts and
mathematics (High & Rye, 2012). In their study, these researchers engage 60 elementary
preservice teachers in a reflective process to measure their perception about the utility of using
an integrated curriculum. The participants were provided with the curriculum called Elementary
GLOBE (EG) that was created for K-4 classrooms in response to the time restrained teaching
environment. This curriculum integrates literacy with inquiry-based science opportunities.
Because the integration was provided by the curriculum, teachers were asked to evaluate the
salient features of EG relative to using this resource in future teaching. The results of the study
focused on value and attitudes about science. Following the use of the curriculum, 78% of the
participants felt that the curriculum was fun. 65% of the participants felt that there was
differentiation and accommodations that made the curriculum accessible to their students. 55%
of the participants identified the integration and literacy content as a positive reason to use EG.
Only 13% of the participants listed that the science concepts provided in the curriculum
were inquiry based. Although the researchers felt that the results of the study revealed
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characteristics that are desirable in science curricula in order to realize more science instruction
in the elementary classroom, there were major gaps in the study regarding student outcomes for
literacy and science content knowledge. There were also limitations to the research that was
provided regarding the benefits of using this curriculum in regards to the time needed during the
instructional day. Yet, the favorable attitudes of the preservice teachers in this study in using this
integrated curriculum may allow for more science instruction to take place in elementary
classrooms.
In a similar study, Cervetti et al (2012) supervised research around the use of an
integrated curriculum to support increased science instruction, as well as student outcomes in
science and literacy. The study was composed of 94 fourth grade teachers from a southern state.
Of those teachers, 47 used their district science curriculum to teach the science concepts and the
other 47 were given a set of researcher-designed integrated science-literacy materials “out-ofthe-box”. Although the researchers believe that the most robust approach to supporting change in
instruction will come about through providing teachers with curriculum and associated
professional development, the purpose of the study reported here was to learn more about the
curriculum portion of the equation (Cervetti et al, 2012). The data collection included student pre
and post assessments on science knowledge, vocabulary, and reading comprehension. In addition
to student assessment, teacher measures were collected and included pre and post surveys
regarding their teaching practices. Each group was asked to teach science for a similar amount of
time, yet the results show that the group with integrated curriculum reported statistically higher
hours of teaching science per week (3.03 vs 3.66). The results of the study on student learning
outcomes revealed significantly higher student gains for the group that received instruction with
the integrated curriculum vs isolated content instruction. The post-test gains were reported (with
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the integrated study group gains listed first) as Science Understanding (2.99 vs 1.46), Science
Vocabulary (0.69 vs 0.39) and Reading Comprehension (2.38 vs 1.18). Some limitations to this
study include that the teachers who were not given an integrated curriculum used a variety of
sources of science and literacy curriculum, which may have impacted their outcomes in
comparison to the treatment group. Research in science instruction has grounded the need for
inquiry-based science instruction in elementary school, and in this model, Cervetti et al (2012)
developed roles for text that support students’ involvement in extended, multimodal, and
question-driven investigations.
Vitale and Romance (2012) focused their research on accelerating science learning at the
primary level (grade 1 & 2) as a means for enhancing reading comprehension. They conducted a
year-long study using a cognitive-based science instructional model called (IDEAS), which was
previously shown to accelerate science and reading achievement in grades 3-5. The adapted
version of the Science IDEAS curriculum was used with 363 first and second graders in two
Florida elementary schools to determine the effects on science content knowledge and reading
comprehension. Both the control group and the group implementing Science IDEAS taught their
same district reading/language arts programs for the number of required minutes for each day.
From there, the group implementing IDEA provided 45-minute lessons daily that focused on
core science concepts integrated with reading and writing activities. The control group of
teachers taught their district science curriculum as directed by their administration. Data for each
group was collected using the Iowa Test of Basic Skills for Reading and Science during the last
two weeks of the school year. The results of the study show that the effects of the
implementation of Science IDEA in addition to the current reading/language arts curriculum
were statistically significant. Grade was also significant for both ITBS outcomes, with grade 2
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students performing higher than those in grade 1. The findings add support to the perspective that
focusing on the development of meaningful knowledge in science provides the means for
enhancing elementary students reading comprehension and an instructional setting for
the integration of language and literacy-related activities that further support science learning
(Vitale & Romance, 2012). Some limitations to note are that the research is based on
research-based reading/literacy programs being implemented at each educational setting prior to
implementation of the intervention of IDEA. Also the data shows that the impact for non-white
students were not as impacted by the intervention in science, and males were found to have a less
significant impact in reading.
Conclusion
Science education for our elementary students in the United States is not working well.
We know that our system of education is strongly connected to our ability to compete in an
increasingly global economy dependent on highly skilled workers in science, technology,
engineering, and math (STEM). The research on the importance of time for early elementary
science education provides evidence that with limited time in early elementary education
provided for science instruction, science achievement scores compiled by the National
Assessment of Education Progress have decreased in 4th grade over the past 6 years. When we
look at the progression of science learning over time, starting with fundamental ideas and skills
that need to be developed in primary grades and built throughout the elementary years, teachers
are often surprised to find middle school and high school students have major misconceptions
and gaps in knowledge. Research shows that government legislation in 2001 with the No Child
Left Behind act increased the need for time spent in the areas of reading and math and impacted
the time provided for other content areas during a school day, such as science. Further research
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around the theme of teacher knowledge and skills in science content reveals that most elementary
school teachers lack science content and pedagogical knowledge and have low science teaching
confidence. Data can be positively impacted in these areas when targeted professional
development and support with curriculum are provided. This ties into the research uncovered in
the third theme regarding understanding the importance of effective pedagogy for early
elementary science instruction. Research suggests that a first step for future research may be to
build on existing studies of instructional practices in science in the earliest grades, such as the
importance of hands-on and inquiry-based scientific instructional practices. Research in this area
also describes the importance of building teacher’s skills and knowledge around the importance
of fostering students’ abilities to construct scientific explanations to support scientific literacy.
Finally, with the fact that most elementary teachers are generalists who are required to teach all
subject areas, the final research theme of considering the use of integration for early elementary
science instruction provides evidence of ways to increase science instructional time through
integration. Much of the research supports the integration of literacy and science as a way to
positively impact students outcomes in both content areas.
Future research considerations should seek to continue unpacking the relative value of
different pedagogical approaches to science learning in the earliest grades and exploring
integration of science with other subject areas. Researchers must also continue to gather data on
the quantity of science instruction provided in the elementary grades and whether increased time
provided for professional development that impacts the quality of inquiry based science
instruction at the elementary level will make a difference in students outcomes, as well as impact
the growth in a specialized STEM-focused workforce to meet the needs of our 21st century
economy.
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Chapter 3
METHODOLOGY
As the research has shown, the lack of content and pedagogical knowledge in science for
our elementary teachers, coupled with a lack of time and confidence, has impacted quality
science instruction provided at the early elementary levels. With the adoption of the Next
Generation Science Standards (NGSS) in 2013, the intent was to emphasize a smaller number of
core ideas that students can build on from grade to grade as teachers weave in practices and
concepts common to all scientific disciplines and across content areas — which better reflects
the way students learn. Yet, many school districts still have not provided the time, training or
resources necessary for elementary teachers, nor students, to access these improved standards.
The aim of my professional project was to investigate that if early elementary teachers become
aware of the necessity of teaching science and are provided resources and professional
development to support their science content and pedagogical knowledge, will access to
phenomena-based science instructional opportunities for our earliest learners increase? Also with
the importance and focus on building early literacy skills, are there ways to integrate science and
literacy to provide more opportunities for science content instruction? This chapter will include
the context of the students and teachers that I worked with during my research, explain the
participatory action research that I embarked on with several kindergarten teachers and classes,
and introduce the various data sources that I collected that led to my findings.
Participants
For the time horizon of my research study, I chose to narrow my focus down to
kindergarten teachers and students in our school district. I decided upon a nonprobability
sampling of kindergarten teachers from three schools. One kindergarten team came from a
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school with a school-wide focus on science, another school’s kindergarten team expressed an
interest in trying the curriculum, and the third school was one of our lower socioeconomic
schools where the kindergarten team was unsatisfied with the curriculum upon early
investigation. I am employed by a suburban school district, which is composed of 10 elementary
schools serving approximately 4,000 elementary students located outside of a major city in the
Pacific Northwest. Our schools vary in size, demographic and socioeconomic status. For the
purposes of this study, I will refer to each school in this study as School #1, School #2, and
School #3.
School #1 is a higher socioeconomic school that is composed of 60% White, 25% Latino,
7% multicultural, 4% Black, and 4% other identified students. There are 14 different languages
spoken at this school with 20% of the population being served as English Language Learners.
There are three kindergarten classrooms at this school that provide instruction to 19 students per
class. The teachers in these three classrooms have been employed in our school district for at
least 10 years and range from 10 - 22 years of experience in teaching. This school took a
collective interest in gaining more knowledge about our science curriculum, so I provided
professional learning at a school level, as well as targeted support with the kindergarten team.
School #2 is a median socioeconomic school that is composed of 61% White, 26%
Latino, 6% multicultural, 3% Black, and 4% other identified students. There are 13 different
languages spoken at this school with 17% of the population being served as English Language
Learners. There are three kindergarten classrooms at this school that provide instruction to 19
students per class. The teachers in these three classrooms have been employed in our school
district for at least 8 years and range from 8 - 32 years of experience in teaching. This
kindergarten team was interested in learning more about our adopted district science curriculum
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and sought me out as instructional support for professional learning.
School #3 is a lower socioeconomic school that is composed of 46% White, 38% Latino,
8% multicultural, 5% Asian, and 3% other identified students. There are 16 different languages
spoken at this school with 32% of the population being served as English Language Learners.
There are four kindergarten classrooms at this school that provide instruction to 20 students per
class. The teachers in these four classrooms have been employed in our school district for at least
12 years and range from 12 - 29 years of experience in teaching. I sought this team out to work
with as their student population is more diverse than the other two schools, and this school tends
to stray away from district provided, research based curriculum resources.
Design of the Investigation
As I began my investigation, I chose to focus on a pragmatic research philosophy. I
would be collecting quantitative data from teachers and students before and after the research, as
well as producing useful and actionable knowledge to solve existing problems drawn from
examination of effective habits or ways of acting with our youngest learners. During my inquiry
process, I was actively involved in creating the opportunity to explore the interconnectedness of
experience, knowing and acting in the research process within the respondents (teachers and
students). Therefore, I choose to collect qualitative and observational data from the respondents
to be able to triangulate what respondents said, what was observed with the facts, and the
quantitative learning that took place in a mixed methods approach.
The type of research I chose to conduct for my study was participatory action research.
This type of research is where researchers and participants work together to understand a
problematic situation and change it for the better. This took place as a context-specific scenario
where my goal was to be in the midst of the learning alongside of my kindergarten teachers and
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students to identify and reflect on the problems that cause inequity of science access for
kindergarteners or access to developmentally appropriate curricular materials for kindergarten
teachers, develop a plan of action, collect data, observe teacher and student actions, and reflect
on the outcomes (Plan, Act, Observe, Reflect). This participatory action research was a result of
data collected regarding the lack of use of our Next Generation Science Standards aligned district
curriculum called STEMscopes. This curriculum was purchased three years ago to provide a
research-based resource to support science instruction in grades 1-8. This past year, the
kindergarten access was provided to align all of elementary grades with a resource to support
science learning. In December, I pulled up the data for the usage of this curriculum across all of
our schools and found that there were very few teacher logins as seen in Figure 1.
Figure 1
STEMscopes Curriculum Resources: Logins by Date

As a result of this data, I knew that I needed to provide professional learning around the
importance of using this phenomena based science research to ensure that teachers could access
it in order to provide rigorous, NGSS level science instruction for our students.
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Because kindergarten access to our curriculum was just added this year, I decided to
focus my efforts in this area. Our kindergarten teachers needed professional learning on how to
just access this resource. As an instructional coach for K-8 science in our district, I am very
familiar with the curriculum and was given the task of working with the curriculum company last
spring to provide kindergarten access to this resource. In doing this, I was able to preview two
options for kindergarten with this company. The NGSS aligned STEMscopes curriculum was
designed from K-8 grade levels, so each grade level is designed very similarly. Like other grade
levels, the kindergarten version is driven by the 5 E model of science instruction that was
developed by Dr. Rodger Bybee, a leader in science education and member of the NGSS writing
team. The 5E Model of Instruction includes five phases: Engage, Explore, Explain, Elaborate,
and Evaluate. It provides a carefully planned sequence of instruction that places students at the
center of learning and encourages all students to construct understanding of scientific concepts
and relate those understandings to phenomena or engineering problems. In the design of this
curriculum at the kindergarten level, the sophistication of access to scientific understanding is
not much different than that in the upper grades. The other option from this company for our
kindergarten was their Pre-Kindergarten modules. Upon reviewing these modules, I found that
they were not based on the performance expectation of NGSS, but were grounded in early
exploration stations that were scaffolded to prepare students for the NGSS Kindergarten
standards. I brought together a team of our kindergarten teachers in spring of 2021 to review both
of these choices, and it was decided that we should provide access to the NGSS STEMscopes
curriculum for kindergarten with some modifications that aligned with research on early
elementary learning pedagogy in science. That work in the spring of 2021 was a driving force
behind this professional project.
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The COVID-19 pandemic disrupted our education system over the past year. Hence
beginning this school year, our focus needed to be around tailoring support towards our students
and teachers to help them in readjusting. Rolling out a new science curriculum for kindergarten
teachers was not going to be the first priority. Thus, to begin the year, I worked on adding
Kindergarten to our K-5 Science Scope and Sequence document (see Appendix A) and revising
the kindergarten STEMscopes curriculum to add the modification desired by our kindergarten
teachers to meet the developmental needs of our earliest learners. These developmental needs
include the need to learn through play. As Bulunz (2013) found in his study, teaching science in a
playful environment must have the intention to get children to think, reflect and verbalize. The
teacher needs to be aware of the children’s metacognition so their different ways of thinking
about phenomena become content for further explorations. Therefore when I designed play
activities to accompany the STEMscopes unit, I would need to tie them to the anchoring
phenomena through repetition and multi-sensory opportunities. In Chapter 4 you will see the
redesigned units with the revisions to address more exploratory opportunities for our youngest
learners in order to develop enthusiasm and confidence for asking questions, making predictions,
and performing experiments to build their understanding of the science and engineering
concepts.
Providing professional development for our curriculum would have to be put on hold for
a bit, despite what the December data showed. For our teachers who were early adopters, I
provided access to a video that I created about how to access and use our STEMscopes district
resource to plan science instruction. Our district was able to secure an initial one hour training on
our district curriculum for science provided by the curriculum publisher in early January of 2022.
This would be the formal introduction of the resource for our kindergarten teachers. Following
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the initial training, I would reach out to kindergarten teachers to find those with interest in
obtaining more professional learning about STEMscopes and NGSS science.
The principal of school #1 reached out to me following the January training to seek more
professional learning for their staff regarding our district research-based curriculum. In early
March I had the opportunity to provide their staff with an additional two hours of professional
learning to deepen their understanding of the NGSS standards and how our curriculum would
provide them the tools to support this instruction for their students. Prior to the professional
learning, I surveyed the staff regarding their understanding of the standards and use of the
curriculum (see survey in Appendix B). The results of the data showed that only 4 out of the 17
teachers surveyed in all grade levels had taught a STEMscopes unit prior to my professional
development. The results also showed that none of the kindergarten teachers had accessed
STEMscopes for their science instruction yet. I used the same measurement instrument to gather
data from the kindergarten teachers at the other two school sites and the results were the same.
Therefore, I decided to target the planning and modeling of one scope/unit for each of the
kindergarten teams in the three sample schools to provide further professional learning and data.
The unit selected was the Physical Science unit on Speed and Direction. The teachers in
all three schools stated that this was not a science topic that was usually taught in kindergarten
and were unfamiliar with the performance expectations for this unit. The NGSS performance
expectations for this unit were:
● K-PS2-1 Plan and conduct an investigation to compare the effects of different
strengths or different directions of pushes and pulls on the motion of an object.
● K-PS2-2 Analyze data to determine if a design solution works as intended to
change the speed or direction of an object with a push or a pull.
● K-2-ETS1-2 Develop a simple sketch, drawing, or physical model to illustrate
how the shape of an object helps it function as needed to solve a given problem.
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In each school, we began by pre-assessing the kindergarten students on their knowledge
of speed and direction to get baseline data on their content knowledge about the effects of
different strengths and directions of pushes and pulls on the motion of an object. The
assessments were given in small groups with the teachers reading the assessment to their
students. I chose to use the assessment from the curriculum that matched one of the performance
expectations (K-PS2-2). For the other two performance expectations, we had the students
conduct investigations and sketch solutions to given problems during the Explore phase of the
scope. To maintain the research-based results for the curriculum and the rigor of the NGSS, I
chose to adhere to the major parts of the curriculum, and add early childhood developmental
opportunities at play and integration with literacy through song and story to solidify the scientific
understanding. This also would build confidence in the curriculum to avoid straying away from
this research-based instructional material to support science learning.
In each school, I also provided “Short Shots of Science” video-based professional
learning sessions for the kindergarten teams to support the teachers’ growth in both NGSS and
the use of STEMscopes to support those standards. Due to the fact that I am the only elementary
science coach, I would only be able to model at one school. Through my modeling, I was able to
video the lessons in order to create these “Short Shot” professional learning modules that the
kindergarten teachers at other schools could access asynchronously or with me during a planning
session together. The first “Short Shot” video that I provided was on the NGSS Standards, in
particular the ones for this unit. I supported teachers in understanding how to read the standards.
Figure 2 shows the Performance Expectations for the unit, as well as the three dimensions of
science learning, so that teachers would gain an understanding about the shifts in science
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instruction from teachers explaining content to students exploring and investigating phenomena
to come up with their own explanations. (see Figure 2)
Following the first session with each team to unwrap the Performance Expectation for the
unit and establish goals, I presented the modified kindergarten lesson plan that I had prepared to
accompany the STEMscopes unit and address the research regarding teaching science through
play (see Appendix C). This would be part of a “Short Shot” about planning a scope/unit. We
gathered materials needed and made the necessary copies so that instruction could begin.
Figure 2
Kindergarten Physical Science Next Generation Science Standard

For kindergarten, the focus would be on inquiry, thus we only covered three out of the 5
E model of science instruction: Engage, Explore and Evaluate. For Explain, there were
opportunities for students to engage with a small leveled reader during integrated reading groups,
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some online books to listen to and some video/song about forces and motion to support their
scientific literacy. For kindergarten, this addressed the need for more developmentally
appropriate resources to build students' scientific literacy and teacher’s confidence in using the
curriculum resource. Therefore, the final two “Short Shots” videos of professional learning
would support teachers' understanding of how to Engage students in phenomena based inquiry
and Explore science concepts through investigations in STEMscopes.
At the end of the unit, the students were given the post-assessment to measure the gains
in their science knowledge coupled with the results of their investigations during the Explore
sections of the scope. Kindergarten teachers were again surveyed about their use of STEMscopes
and knowledge of the NGSS to compare this quantitative data. I chose to collect data in a
methodological triangulation, which means that I collected data using different methods to
validate my results. So in addition to the quantitative results of the student post-assessment and
the teacher survey, additional methods of data collection included observational notes that were
taken regarding kindergarteners use of scientific language and ability to create models during the
course of the scope and kindergarten teacher qualitative feedback was gathered to understand
what the impact of the study was for their confidence in teaching phenomena-based science
instruction as outlined in the NGSS.
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Chapter 4
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
This chapter will present the key findings on student outcomes, as well as teacher
confidence and knowledge of Next Generation Science Standards brought about by providing
increased resources, access and professional development. The results are based on a three
month span where teachers were provided with initial professional development to generate a
broad understanding and access to our district NGSS curriculum (STEMscopes); kindergarten
teachers in the selected schools were then provided with a school or team based professional
development to deepen their knowledge on the Next Generation Science Standards and how their
instruction is supported by our curriculum; a revised kindergarten unit plan was provided that
included play based inquiry opportunities and integrated literacy; and finally “Short Shot of
Science” videos for accessible professional learning were provided to break down the 5 E Model
of science instruction to increase teacher confidence in providing phenomena-based science
instruction to our youngest learners.
Project
This project is a culmination of many months of work to support building science literacy
for the teachers and the students in my district. My ultimate goal as a result of this project is for
the elementary students in our district to have increased access to phenomena-based science
instruction that creates a well-rounded education for our students to become problem solvers and
citizens that can actively participate in the advancement of our global society. This project
creates a system for that goal to occur as our teachers access the resources and professional
development that they need to build their content knowledge and confidence in NGSS science
instruction.
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Month 1 - Planning
During the first month, district professional development was led by our science
curriculum company, Accelerated Learning, and myself. This was a broad overview of the
STEMscopes curriculum provided for our primary (K-2) teachers in our district, which were new
to the resource, and delivered in a virtual format as seen in Figure 3.
Figure 3
Screenshot of one hour Accelerated Learning virtual Professional Development that I supported

Following this professional development, I began searching for research surrounding
effective science teaching for primary students with the intent of revising the STEMscopes
kindergarten units. In previous months, I had met with a group of kindergarten teachers to review
the scopes/units and glean their expertise as teachers of our earliest learners about what they
might attempt using this curriculum. I also wanted to know what they felt was not appropriate for
the kindergarten level, because of the format that was brought down from other grade levels to
produce a congruent curriculum. Their responses matched what the research said regarding the
fact that teaching science through play can be an effective and intrinsically motivating teaching
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strategy to teach science in kindergarten (Bulunuz, 2013). Therefore, I worked to build in the
opportunities of play stations/tubs into the lesson plans. I also curated additional language arts
resources, such as sight word readers, songs, and poems to supplement the resources included in
the curriculum. My intent was not to re-write but to revise the curriculum to keep our teachers
using this phenomena-based, NGSS resource.
Month 2 - Action
Following the district level professional learning session, I was contacted by the principal
of school #1 to provide a whole staff inservice to dive deeper into the curriculum and resources.
At the beginning of March, I provided this opportunity (See Appendix E for link to slides) and
connected with the kindergarten team to work together on providing these science opportunities
to their students. I also selected two other kindergarten teams to work with for this project. I had
been contacted by the kindergarten team at school #2 following the district professional learning
with interest to work together. Then I reached out to a kindergarten team at one of our lower
socio-economic schools to work together to provide a broader picture for the needs of
kindergarten in our district. After meeting with each team, we agreed on the scope of focus to be
in Physical science, and one piece of feedback that they provided me with right away was the
difficulty of navigating the enormity of the curriculum and wished for a one page overview of
the entire unit/scope. Therefore, I took the previous-written lesson plans that seemed
overwhelming (See Appendix F) and provided them with a two-page overview. They expressed
more confidence in using the curriculum with the presentation of this format of lesson plan seen
in Figure 4.
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Figure 4
Revised Kindergarten two-page overview of Physical Science scope
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Month 3 - Action, Observation and Reflection
Following the pre-assessment, I decided to model in one of the kindergarten classrooms
and video my lessons to provide “Short Shots” of what a lesson might look like. These
“Short Shot” videos would provide the continued professional development needed to build the
confidence of the teachers in working with the curriculum to provide our youngest learners with
phenomena-based science learning to build the foundation for future success.
I worked together with the kindergarten team at School #2 to plan and deliver the lessons,
and we debriefed daily about what they observed. In our work together, another tool was created
to provide support to teachers as they delivered their science instruction. This tool was a slide
deck (See Appendix G) that could be displayed to support their adherence to the instruction and
curriculum as seen in Figure 5.
Figure 5
Snapshot of teaching with the newly included slide deck
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For Schools #1 and #3, I met with them prior to instruction to discuss how to plan for the
scope and unit, as well as gather materials. I made science tubs, as seen in Figure 6, for each
grade level with all of the non-consumable items they would need for their science instruction
for the year to encourage science instruction in our elementary schools.
Figure 6
Snapshot of science tubs created for each school to provide non-consumable supplies for scopes
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These teachers did their science unit instruction after School #2 so they had access to the “Short
Shot” Videos (see Appendix H) to provide the professional learning that they needed to support
their science instruction.
Findings
The quantitative results of student assessments of science knowledge show that most
students grew in their understanding of the Kindergarten NGSS performance expectation of
being able to analyze data to determine if a design solution works as intended to change the
speed or direction of an object with a push or a pull. Students were given a four question,
multiple choice pre- and post assessment (See Appendix D). The assessment was given in a
small group setting where the questions were read to the students to ensure that reading ability
was not a factor in the results. Table 2 summarizes the results of student growth in knowledge
during this Physical Science scope/unit.
Table 2
Pre and Post Unit/Scope Test Student Data
Question

School 1
Pre-Test

School 1
Post

School 2
Pre-Test

School 2
Post

School 3
Pre-Test

School 3
Post

#1

94%

100%

82%

94%

74%

94%

#2

35%

100%

12%

78%

21%

73%

#3

58%

100%

44%

94%

47%

89%

#4

52%

100%

38%

88%

31%

89%

Average

60%

100%

44%

90%

43%

86%

School #1 is the location where there is a whole school focus on science instruction and
its integration across content areas. 90% of the students were native English speakers in these
kindergarten classes and science was taught for 30 mins per day at least four times a day for this
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unit. School 2 is the location of the early adopting kindergarten classes and where I did the
model teaching. 82% of the students were native English speakers in these kindergarten classes
and science was taught for 30 mins per day four times per week and 45 minutes on Wednesdays
for this unit. In School 3, 77% of the students were native English speakers in the kindergarten
classes and science was taught for 30 mins per day three times per week for this unit.
I was interested in the results by question, as well as the growth in the entirety of the test.
On the pre-test, 43% of the students attributed the changes in the motion of the ball due to the
color. Following the assessment, many students were able to verbalize physical science content
words like direction, collision, and pull as they were taking the post assessment and only 6% of
the students still attributed the color of the ball as a reason that it would change in direction.
With the focus on teacher outcomes following professional development, I provided
teachers with a pre and post survey (See Appendices B and I) to quantify their use of our science
curriculum and understanding of the Next Generation Science Standards. Prior to my work with
these teams, it was reported on the pre-survey that 0% of them had used STEMscopes in their
science instruction. As I talked with each team, I found that School #1 and #3 had done a variety
of science experiences with their students this year, ranging from reading about seasons and
coloring worksheets, butterfly life cycle observations, building habits for various animals, and
learning the parts of plants. School #2 had not done any science experiences with their students
yet due to teacher leaves of absences for various reasons. Following my professional learning
with the teams, 100% of them had completed the Physical Science STEMscopes unit and had
their students experience three NGSS performance expectations.
Regarding their understanding of the Next Generation Science Standards, I asked
teachers to rank themselves on a scale from 1-5 on their understanding of these standards. Prior
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to my work with these teams, it was reported on the pre-survey that the teachers fell between a 2
and 3 on their understanding (average score of 2.3). Following my professional learning sessions
and the completion of the STEMscopes unit with their students, the post survey results showed
that the teachers had more confidence and the average ranking increased to 3.9.
Additional observational data was collected on student performance regarding access to
phenomena-based, NGSS learning opportunities. Following learning on content vocabulary,
students were given opportunities to apply the vocabulary in Explore investigations and as they
continued to interact with the anchoring phenomena. When I asked students to draw arrows
showing motion, they were able to represent this in simple sketches (see Figure 7), which is part
of the performance expectation for NGSS K-2-ETS1-2 . They also were able to articulate the
effects of different directions of pushes on the motion of an object.
Figure 7
Example of student performance on NGSS K-2-ETS1-2: Develop a simple sketch, drawing, or
physical model to illustrate how the shape of an object helps it function as needed to solve a
given problem.
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As students continued to learn using the 5 E model, the use of their content vocabulary
and understanding of the effects of pushes and pulls on objects increased, and I was able to
record this growth in understanding on our class anchor chart as we continued to interact with the
anchoring phenomenon (See Figure 8).
Figure 8
Class anchor chart of science knowledge before, during and after learning

Discussion
The impact for teacher professional learning in this was very enlightening to me. As I
worked with the teachers, they expressed their amazement in what their students could do. Many
of them were skeptical that kindergarten students could sketch a model of their investigation to
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show how shapes of objects help them function as needed to solve problems. When I was
planning together with the teachers, there was some question about the appropriateness of the
content vocabulary for kindergarteners. Following the Explore 2 engineering investigation and
the post assessment, the teachers stated that they understood better how STEMscope meets the
NGSS standards and the science that they were doing previously was not at the rigor of these
standards. On the Kindergarten Professional Learning Post Survey, teachers stated that some
successes that came from the learning were a better understanding of what a performance
expectation is in NGSS, the level of student learning outcomes, a relief that STEMscopes units
were not as complex as they believed them to be, an appreciation of the additional resource ideas
(exploration stations/tubs, reading and song supports, accessible professional learning, slide
deck), and a readiness to start another science scope/unit. The results of this triangulated data
show the benefits of increased and rigorous science access for our kindergarten students, as well
as the impact of access to professional development in science on our teacher’s confidence and
abilities to use phenomena-based, NGSS curriculum. With the results of the School #1
Professional Learning Pre-Survey and the curriculum usage report, I can conclude that this same
level of support needs to be provided at all grade levels. Therefore, I will be able to use the
professional learning structures and additional supports created in my Professional Project to
replicate my study for other grade levels in hopes of increasing all of elementary students' access
to rigorous, phenomena-based NGSS science learning.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSION
With the completion of my project, not only have I learned more about the importance of
professional learning for most elementary teachers in the area of science, but I have also learned
more about ways to provide professional development that meets the needs of our teachers and
the impact that professional development has on the access of rigorous, phenomena-based
science instruction for our students. My professional project was an opportunity for me to apply
the learning that I have done during my time at Western Oregon University and provide evidence
of the Learning Outcomes for the MSED program.
1. Effectively apply the professional content expertise, knowledge, skills, and
dispositions of their education profession.
2. Use research and evidence to develop environments that support and assess
learning and their own professional practice.
3. Show commitment to and develop professional education leadership attributes.
Outcome #1
As a MSED candidate with an emphasis in STEM, I have had the opportunity to apply
my professional content expertise, knowledge, skills, and dispositions to this professional
project. Science is a vital component of STEM, and the lack of science education occurring in
our elementary schools is impacting our students’ future success in science and opportunities to
obtain future STEM careers. The goal for my project was to investigate if early elementary
teachers become aware of the necessity of teaching science and if there are resources and
professional development provided to support their science content and pedagogical knowledge,
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will there be more access to phenomena-based science instructional opportunities for our earliest
learners.
With the adoption of new NGSS, phenomena-based science instruction in our district, I
found the need, based on data on usage and observation of teacher instructional choices for
science, to provide teachers with professional learning regarding these resources. Our district
has never really provided thorough training in the Next Generation Science Standards for
elementary teachers since they were adopted. In addition to this, our testable content data in
reading and math shows a need for additional support in these curriculum areas, therefore the
time provided for science learning for our teachers and our students has been diminished. I have
a strong disposition around the importance of science education to provide a balanced, equitable,
and engaging learning experience for our elementary students in our district. Using my content
knowledge and recent research on pedagogical approaches to science that I have learned during
my time as a STEM focused masters of education student, I was able to apply this knowledge to
the design of my project. I decided to build a professional development system with our
kindergarten because the curriculum lacked some developmental qualities that would garner
confidence from my teachers of our earliest learners, and there is a lack of support at the early
elementary grades. As the research from Fitzgerald & Smith (2016) states, “With support,
primary teachers may begin to think differently not only about their role as science teachers but
also the type of learning they value for their students and the role they want to see their students
play as active, critical thinkers and learners in science” (p. 74).
My investigation followed a participatory action research framework. When I began the
project, I participated alongside my teachers in professional learning provided by the curriculum
publisher to better understand our resources for science. Following that, I enacted the first step of
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participatory action research, which was to research and plan ways to support our elementary
teachers in providing more science instruction for our students. In doing this, I worked
collaboratively with my kindergarten teachers to learn more about barriers to science instruction
and this curriculum for them, as well as researched developmentally sound pedagogical practices
for our earliest learners. Using this information, I began to revise lessons and planned
professional development opportunities to provide for my colleagues. The next step in
participatory action research is to act and observe. Thus, I worked together with kindergarten
teams to co-teach and model science instruction to provide professional learning. In doing this, I
was an active participant in observing the outcomes of our earliest learners. Our students showed
what they were capable of doing when involved in phenomena-based inquiry and made amazing
growth in their scientific literacy. Finally, we reflected and refined together to develop resources
and a system of professional development that was not only successful, but can be replicated.
One of the best pieces of evidence of this success for me was following the engineering design
exploration when kindergarteners designed a solution for a problem, built a model, and then
created a sketch of their design. After the students presented their designs and one group even
modified their design to make it more successful, the kindergarten teacher that I was modeling
the lesson for said, “I didn’t think my students would be able to do that. I am really impressed
with them and this unit.” Kindergarteners are capable scientists!
As I review the protocols, I know that if I were to do this study again, I would have a
better understanding of this approach and be able to tighten up my study. The reason I chose
participatory action research was that I wanted to collaborate through participation in this study,
as I knew that I needed to learn more about early childhood pedagogy, and empower the teachers
that I was working with in applying their own knowledge and expertise during instruction. Since
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I have worked as an instructional coach for many years, I have had the opportunity to learn more
about andragogy. Adults need to know why they are learning something, have access to learning
when it is of immediate value and need to be involved in the design of their learning. Therefore
in this project, I created opportunities to work with adult learners to advance their content
knowledge in ways that are meaningful and relevant to them. By working together with my
colleagues, we both benefitted. I increased my knowledge in the pedagogy of working with our
earliest learners, and my teachers benefitted by increasing their content knowledge of NGSS, as
well as their pedagogical knowledge in science instructional strategies. As a result, revisions of
the kindergarten science curriculum were made that have built confidence in the curriculum and
professional development support have been created to support ongoing learning in science for
our teachers.
Outcome #2
As I reviewed the literature on the topic of my professional project, I was able to use
research and evidence to develop environments that support and assess learning and my own
professional practice. After adopting our science curriculum, as well as at the beginning of this
professional project, I identified a need to research more about the lack of and best practices in
science instruction at the elementary level. The themes that came from my literature review
include the importance of early science education, the need to develop teacher knowledge and
skills in science content education, the key characteristics of effective pedagogy for early
elementary science education, and considerations in using integration strategies to instruct in
early elementary science content. There was overwhelming evidence from the research for the
need for more professional development for elementary teachers in the area of science. Judith
Sandholtz and Cathy Ringstaff are two of the leading researchers that have provided evidence for
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this need. In their study titled, Reversing the Downward Spiral of Science Instruction in K-2
Classrooms, they reveal that professional development is an important supplement to preservice
teacher preparation and a valuable strategy for increasing teachers’ content knowledge and
influencing instructional practices in science, especially at the primary level. In their study
following a year providing professional learning and support, the teachers showed increased
content knowledge and self-efficacy in teaching science, and they spent more instructional time
on science and began using different instructional strategies (Sandholtz & Ringstaff, 2013). This
research justifies the importance of my professional project in providing multiple, continuous
professional learning opportunities to my teacher in order to provide the needed content
knowledge and support for effective instructional strategies, and likely to increase instructional
time in the area of science for our elementary students, as well as increase the instructional
confidence and quality to produce high-level student outcomes.
One of the limitations to my professional project was the time horizon to collect
quantitative evidence that the professional learning that I provided, along with the additional
curriculum supports, increased the opportunities that students had for phenomena-based science
instruction. Although the anecdotal evidence is a testament to this in the fact that most of the
kindergarten teachers that I worked with stated that they were going to prepare for another
unit/scope of science instruction using the district curriculum materials of STEMscopes before
the end of the year, I will need to continue to collect evidence of this in the coming year.
Outcome #3
During the course of this professional project, I have shown a commitment to and
continued to develop professional education leadership attributes. In my role as an instructional
coach in my district, I already hold opportunities to exemplify educational leadership. With the
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completion of my Masters of Education degree with an emphasis in STEM from Western Oregon
University, I want to continue to advocate for increased STEM opportunities at the elementary
level. The NSTA/ASTE 2020 Standards outline what is important for science teachers to know
and do to provide effective science instruction. A key standard, which I find in my role as a
science coach, is the ability to understand learning environments that include opportunities for
investigation, collaboration, scientific discourse regarding phenomena, and inclusivity. My hope
is that this professional project is the beginning of that for our elementary classrooms in my
district. In the future, my intent is to replicate this process with more grade levels to bring
awareness of the importance of science education for our elementary students, as well as the
needed support of more professional development in the area of science and STEM for our
teachers. I also hope to share my findings with colleagues in other districts and perhaps at the
Oregon Science Teachers Association conference.
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Appendix A
K-5 Scope and Sequence
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Appendix B
School #1 Professional Learning Pre-Survey
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Appendix C
Redesigned Kindergarten Lesson Plan
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Appendix D
Pre/Post Student Assessment
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Appendix E
School #1 Site Base Science Professional Learning

Link:
Kelly Creek STEMscopes PD
Manual Link:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1P73sDJ5nrKKu_x1b4aPShGE0XXspYjttASBFicAVaq0
/edit?usp=sharing
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Appendix F
Previous rewritten lesson plan to support use of STEMscopes
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Appendix G
Slide deck to support instruction of unit

Link:
Speed and Direction - KG STEMscope
Manual Link:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1DLX3I_7raD9J5YxQTai_ACS7yDT9UlR2kKWBxyOJ
E8w/edit?usp=sharing
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Appendix H
“Short Shot of Science” Professional Learning

Link
STEMscopes Engage Short Shot Video.mp4
Manual Link:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17bndzoJx3aOBogWpl6zXOM_QhuoRsKmb/view?usp=sharing
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Appendix I
Kindergarten Professional Learning Post Survey
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